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Introduction
Continuous Quality Improvement is a module within a series based on material produced by the
Community Action Partnership and the Association of Nationally Certified ROMA Trainers (ANCRT). The
series is comprised of a variety of recorded webinars, workshop PowerPoints, facilitator guides, case
study examples, and associated resources. The curriculum is based on foundational ROMA principles
and practices, exploring the focus areas for ROMA Next Generation and highlighting how all the
elements of the Performance Management Framework fit together. Additional topics within the series
include:
•
•
•
•

Creating a Local Theory of Change
Data Collection, Analysis, and Use
Understanding Community Level Work
Implementing ROMA

Learning Objectives for the ROMA Next Generation Training Series
At the end of this series, participants will be able to define the elements of ROMA and ROMA Next
Generation, and will understand the concepts that will help your agency and the entire CSBG network
increase their performance measurement and management capacity so that the National Goals are
accomplished.
By the end of the series participants are expected to be able to:
-

Recall and describe the basic elements of the Results Oriented Management and Accountability
(ROMA) principles and practices

-

Explain the new focus on ROMA Next Generation:

-

-

Describe the role of a “Theory of Change” throughout the ROMA Cycle

-

Identify key elements of community level work

-

Describe the inter-relationships between family, agency and community level changes

-

Identify data collection processes and procedures that are needed for data analysis

-

Explain the role that data analysis plays in the ROMA Cycle

-

Identify key data analysis techniques and how analysis can be used for improvement

Discuss how all the elements of the Performance Management Framework work together

Continuous Quality Improvement Module Description
This module covers how to identify actionable steps for the collection, aggregation and reporting of
data, and how to put the information gleaned from your data analysis to work for you. Leave the session
with an increased understanding of the level of detail needed to identify where the action points are
that will produce an impact on your agency’s management and accountability practices, with ideas on
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creating your own Impact Pathway Plan, and tips for using scorecards to monitor your agency’s progress
to achieving results.

The Continuous Quality Improvement Module consists of an introductory recorded webinar, a case study
example, and an in-person four to six hour workshop session that uses this facilitator guide and the
accompanying power points. The introductory video can be accessed vide the Partnership website and
should be shared with all workshop invitees at least two weeks before the in-person session.
This material is adaptable to the needs of the agency. When considering using this material, we suggest
your training team review all of the activities and additional material available from the other modules
in this series and decide how they can be best used to meet the agency goals.

Continuous Quality Improvement Module Learning Objectives
By applying this learning, participants will be able to:
• Improve agency performance
• Understand data
o Develop procedures for collection, analysis, and reporting
• Create change
o Assess agency readiness
o Develop an Impact Pathways Plan

Overview
Intended Audience:
Community Action Agency directors, managers, staff, board members, customers, and volunteers.
Workshop Prerequisites:
All participants should have watched the introductory video prior to attending this workshop
Workshop Goal:
Participants will create a plan for continuous quality improvement in their agency, based on a clear
understanding of current situation and what needs to be strengthened or changed.
Workshop Length:
4 to 6 hours, which can be broken up into multiple 1 to 1.5 hour sessions.
Trainer Requirements: Nationally Certified ROMA Trainer (NCRT), Nationally Certified ROMA
Implementer (NCRI), or other experienced facilitator with understanding of ROMA.
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Materials Needed:
CQI PowerPoint, ROMA Cycle poster
Computer, projector, screen, flip chart, markers, tape, blank paper, nametags and/or table tents,
handouts (listed below)
Agency documents: Mission Statement, Community Needs Assessment, Strategic Plan, Community
Action Plan, other funding proposals, agency Reports (can be Annual CSBG Report, monthly reports the
agency uses for management, reports required for other funding sources, etc.), organizational chart of
the agency, list of funding sources, most recent agency outreach publications
Handouts Needed:
Sign-in sheet, evaluation
Stages of Change Activity, Guide to Data Policy Development, Assessing Your Reports, Impact Pathways
Plan blank, CQI Simple Flow Chart
Number of Participants Recommended:
A good size workshop is between 8 and 25 individuals, which is a big range. But the number you will
recruit for this workshop depends on your agency structure. You should have administrative staff,
department leaders, and representative from the Board of Directors.
Room Set-Up: u-shaped or half-rounds to facilitate group activities.
Evaluation: Completed Impact Pathways Plan, Learner Centered Feedback end of session evaluation
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Slides and Notes to the Facilitator
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Slide

1

We believe that the Community Action Network is ready to consider moving from having
theoretical knowledge about ROMA and how the phases of the ROMA cycle are woven
together, to creating a concrete pathway toward improving ability to achieve results. This
includes understanding the difference between knowing that something needs to change,
and knowing how to change it, as well as continuous quality improvement. Join this
interactive workshop to discuss how to identify actionable steps for the collection,
aggregation and reporting of data, and how to put the information gleaned from your data
analysis to work for you. Leave the session with an increased understanding of the level of
detail needed to identify where the action points are that will produce an impact on your
agency’s management and accountability practices, with ideas on creating your own Impact
Pathway Plan, and tips for using scorecards to monitor your agency’s progress to achieving
results.
Note: the Impact Pathways Plan is our version of a CQI Plan
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What is CQI?
A process whereby those people who provide a service are also engaged in evaluating that
service.
Was it successful? Did it help the organization accomplish its goals? Did it help the
individuals/families served to achieve results?

Slide
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You may know of different steps in a CQI system.
The graphic on this page says: Plan, Do, Check, Act
Other steps are:
Plan, Do, Study, Act
Identify, plan, execute, review
Plan, implement, check, revise
Lean, Six‐Sigma, GTO (getting to outcomes), are other systems.
At the core, they all have an emphasis on assessing performance and using data to drive
change.

All are based on the principle that there is an opportunity for improvement in every
process and on every occasion. Berwick DM. Developing and testing changes in
delivery of care. Ann Intern Med. 1998;128:651–6.
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Results Oriented Management and Accountably ‐ ROMA –
is a system for continuous quality improvement to enable the network to measure,
analyze, and communicate performance.
It has the same intent of assessing, planning, implementing and then considering what
happened so you can adjust plans and actions for improvement.

Slide
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However, these basic steps are not always done in that sequence. Sometimes movement is
clockwise (as shown originally) and sometimes it is counter‐clockwise. Other times steps
are started because of a question raised in another section:
• What we learn while we are implementing services and strategies will affect what we
know about the community’s needs and resources.
• The results we observe and report will impact our planning and the analysis of our data
will change how we implement services and strategies.
These are just a few connections – but you can see that these elements must be interacting
in an on‐going way to produce good management and accountability.
Strong agencies recognize they cannot simply complete a community needs assessment
every three years and on the off years, ignore assessment of community needs. They
recognize while a strategic plan might be in place for three to five years, they need to
review and update it regularly based on new information and results.
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We need to answer the questions in the circle – and the big question that faces our
anti‐poverty network.
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We can’t be afraid of finding we have failed, or have weaknesses!
It is through a deep scrutiny of our work and our accomplishments (or lack of) that we will
improve.
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Community Action Partnership of Kern County CA had a chance to examine their approach
to
They start with this question: HAVE WE ENDED POVERTY YET?
When they acknowledged that they had not ended poverty, they asked: WHY NOT?
They found that they were delivering basic services which were not moving people or
changing their lives.
They thought: if we are not achieving your primary purpose, maybe something has to
change!!
After much consideration, they moved to a theory of change based on building a “house”
of different services and approaches that will lead to the outcomes at the top.
IF YOUR AGENCY IS ADOPTING A “RESULTS” ORIENTATION, YOU MUST CONSIDER THE
AGENCY’S APPROACH TO GETTING THERE.
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Acknowledge that different data elements are needed for different purposes:
for reporting
managing the agency
measuring staff performance
measuring impact or results
Other ?

Quote from slide 4 “CQI is the systematic process of identifying and describing
what has happened.
How do we describe what is happening? We analyze
the data we have collected for
reporting and management to find out what needs to change.

The only way to fully and accurately answer the questions: what did we do,
did it work, and what needs to change, we must have right data.
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Don’t drown in the data
Data BECOMES information when it is analyzed and insights are identified.

Slide
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For example, the height of Mount Everest is one piece of available data. The height can be
recorded precisely with an altimeter and entered into a database. It is: 29,029 feet high
Other data elements are the location such as longitude and latitude on a map, the
temperature or perhaps a range of temperatures, and identification of the terrain.
This data may be included in a database or chart – possibly combined with other data
available about Mount Everest.
The data elements are then brought together (aggregated) and analyzed.
For instance they can be compared and considered in such a way that they provide
information about the mountain that would be useful for those who wish to make a
decision about the best method to climb it.
Using this information coupled with experience with climbing mountains in general or
other specific mountains with different data characteristics, persons seeking to reach
Mount Everest's peak may be seen as having "knowledge“ about the subject.
Raw data is not useful until it is compiled and analyzed. So what exactly do we mean by
“analyzed”?
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The right data is the data that can answer the questions you have!
To “trust the data” be sure it is:

Complete ‐ All required data is collected
i.e., all demographic data is collected during the intake process; no missing data.

Timely ‐ Data is collected and entered into a system at the time of encounter
or there is a formal schedule for collecting and entering the data.
Reliable ‐ Consistency or repeatability of what is being measured has been
verified.
Accurate ‐ The data entered is the actual true value.

Slide
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It is important to note that if the basic data is not accurate or complete, the information
we derive from the data is not accurate.
We cannot make reliable decisions or develop reliable knowledge from the
information.
And that knowledge derived from flawed data will not become wisdom, since
errors will appear as soon as it is tested.
Bad data costs time and effort, gives false impressions, results in poor forecasts and
devalues everything else in the continuum.
If you set a program into motion based on faulty data, you have made a poor decision and
you will suffer the consequence later.

Slide
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We will come back to do a deep dive into measurement tools.
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So we see what can happen if we have the wrong data!
How do we ensure that the data we get is complete, accurate, etc….
We have policies and procedures in place…
Organizational Standards:
Standard 9.1 The organization has a system or systems in place to track and report
client demographics and services customers receive.
Standard 9.2 The organization has a system or systems in place to track family,
agency, and/or community outcomes.
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Once we are clear on what measurement tools we need to collect, then we need to
be clear about who is going to get it, how they get it, where they store it.
Who collects the data for measurement? case managers, teachers, Weatherization
Inspectors, and other staff.
Sometimes data is collected by partner agencies and provided to our agency staff.
There is a sample matrix on the web with the materials that could help you identify
the data collection processes in your agency.
What is the data collection process?
How does the staff collect the data? phone follow up, home visits, clients
bring information into the office, etc.
How often is the data collected? How often is it reported?
Do you know how the data is stored? case records, agency data bases.
Who gets to see (and use) the data? Administration? Supervisors? Direct service
staff?

Slide
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Go over what is included in each of the columns. Talk through what we would learn by looking at
the data collection and storage processes. Stress the importance of “who needs to see the data?”
and “how do they get it?”
Activity – consider data collection in your agency.
Facilitator option – use breakouts – come up with a couple rows of information from your group.
We are looking for an understanding of the different columns.
Here are a few things to consider:
AT THE AGENCY LEVEL, HOW IS DATA COLLECTION AND STORAGE MONITORED?
What is the process for quality control? How often is data entry reviewed? Is it checked for
timeliness, completeness, accuracy? What are the management/supervision practices if data is not
being entered correctly/completely?
AT THE FAMILY LEVEL, HOW IS PROGRESS TOWARD GOALS DOCUMENTED?
Does the individual/family have long term goals or need immediate assistance?
Are goals identified at intake?
Are they recorded in a client file? Do the goals correspond to a standard NPI?
If there are no long term goals identified, will the family receive an immediate direct service?
Are services delivered by the agency or by referral to another agency? Or both? how is this
recorded and tracked?
WHEN DOES A CLIENT BECOME A CLIENT?
How do you determine when a client becomes a client?
At intake? Once a service is delivered?
Who makes the determination? What data is needed to make the determination?
What data do you collect if they are not a client? If they are a client?
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Here is an example of a process map related to gathering data from “customers” as they
enter the agency system.
NV Flow Chart as an example of a map.
This is a “map” of information flow – to establish the reliability of the data across the
agency. Is it all collected the same way and in the same order by all staff?
Why is this important?
Is the process of collecting data in your agency written down?
We believe that this is an important part of establishing quality data collection processes:
to have a written process (write down the steps) so that everyone understands that what
they collect is important to the entire agency data system.
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Think about what comes first when you are thinking about agency systems.
Is there a “first” in the same way that the family chart showed engagement?
Not really because different kinds of data are important in different parts of the agency.
Resources might be managed by HR, Finance, designated leaders?
Do you even have an understanding about all the kinds of data you have?
Mapping this out will help you understand how complex the idea of CQI can become.
Each of the quadrants could be a flow chart of their own.
e.g. hiring process – what are the steps? Identify need for job position, write description,
post, interview, etc. How long does it take to go from step to step?
It is only when you drill down into the data that you can describe the situation.
Remember the early slide of this pp said that was the first step in CQI – describe the
situation.
this is how we know something needs to change
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Agreement (shared basic assumptions) is needed:
Common understanding of the problem
Consensus on what is being addressed and what is expected to change
Measurement tools and processes that will document the outputs and outcomes
are clearly defined and universally accepted. We will talk about measurement tools
and processes in later session.
This agreement is as crucial to the success of any improvement effort as the validity
of the data itself*
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Don’t use only a single data point; you need to look at the entire picture. May require info
beyond what is in your annual report
Here are tools and resources to help you look at the elephant
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In addition to identifying the questions you want to answer, you will need to consider some
other factors in the process:
Who might have some insight into these questions?

It is important to find ways to discuss the data among all those who may have
insights
How might the data and the people with insights be brought together?
When with the analysis happen? How often?

These questions can help us get to our third bit question, what should we
change

Slide
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Remember Data is not Information! It needs to be analyzed
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Quotes from other people about DRIP syndrome are easily found across many fields – not
just about community action.
But it is true of our network too. We collect LOTS of data in many different ways, for many
different reasons, but do we have good systems for analysis?
It is up to each agency to create the system that works for them!
DRIP (data rich, information poor) syndrome is paralyzing the performance improvement
efforts of many health care systems
Data Rich But Information Poor By William J. Slotnik & Martin Orland How do you get a
healthier chicken? Do you weigh it more often, or do you improve the quality of the fees?
These questions, once the exclusive domain of agriculture, are now front and center in
education reform circles.
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Article about data in health care has some implications for us.
Https://www.nytimes.com/paidpost/inovalon/why‐ai‐is‐the‐game‐changer‐healthcare‐
needs.html?cpv_ap_id=50048102&sr_source=lift_morein&tbs_nyt=2020‐February‐
nytnative_morein

THE DATA GENERATED in the health care industry increases by 48 percent every
year. The amount produced in 2020 alone could exceed 2.3 zettabytes, or 2.3 trillion
gigabytes.
That’s the amount of data it would take to watch 262 million years straight of HD
movies.
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We agree that the agency must produce reports…. However, the way data is reported can
impact the usefulness of the data.
Some people think about “reports” as just the documents that have data generated by the
programs.
But they are also the means by which performance can be communicated – both within the
agency and outside the agency.
The Board and staff should consider how reports can be used effectively to meet multiple
purposes.
If you want to change the mindset of staff and board, they have to have useful reports to
analyze.
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There is a tool connected to the posted material that helps you consider your reports.
Many agencies are creating “dashboards” to help visualize data reporting.
Not everything is appropriate for this kind of treatment but if done correctly it can provide
a quick way to share information and analysis as well as raw data.

ALSO Consider who gets the reports. Besides reports that go to the Board, who else
gets reports?
What agency staff have access to the reports? Are they posted on the web site?
Are there other ways the agency data are communicated to the public and the
media?
ACTIVITY – hand out the Report questionaire
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There is a worksheet you can use. We will email to you and you can look at the report
during the break or after the session.
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Learning from the Review of your Reports.
It may be tempting to see target review as a simple yes‐or‐no question (Did we meet the
target?)

More detailed review would show “How close did we come to our projections?”
Understanding what happened last year, and seeing a trend over several years, will help
you set better targets for next year.
You could plot the trend for what you expected to do and what you did – to see how well
you “targeted” the number to be served and the number to achieve an outcome.

The relationship between the number of outcomes you projected, and the number
of outcomes actually achieved, can be stated as a percent that shows your agency’s
targeting ability.
The second step is to seek answers to the question, “Why?”
Why did you meet the target or miss it?
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For example, every year your program sets a target for the number of individuals
that will move from unemployed to employed.
This is an example from the Employment Domain of the CSBG Annual Report
What kind of performance does this demonstrate? (get input from participants)
This is from FY 2019
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The agency is consistently targeting 60% customer success (30/50) but varying actual
success over the years
Are they learning from their experience?
Look again at the data sets from previous years.
Questions to consider:
What are the characteristics of those we enrolled? Of those that were successful? (Perhaps
the customers you enrolled already had jobs?)
What do we know about the community conditions? (What if the main employer in the
area closed down? )
Can we find a relationship between the service we provided and the outcome we indented
to achieve? Actually achieved?
What kind of questions would you ask?
What data would you need to answer those questions?
Who is supposed to be collecting this data? What is their process?
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Look at the data sets from previous years.
Questions to consider:
How many did we target to achieve the outcome each year? How did the target number
change?
What was our percent of successful targeting?
Is there a trend? How does this year compare to previous years?
What has actually happened in the past years?
If the target/actual relationship is different, how can you identify what could account for
the difference?
What kind of questions would you ask?
What data would you need to answer those questions?
Who is supposed to be collecting this data? What is their process?
Why did we serve more this year? What do we know about the community conditions?
Was the demographic of this year’s population different? (this could also be a factor in the
customer success which we will talk about next)
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Our analysis (did it work) helps us to see if our actions obtained results. We can learn from
what we did well (locations with “x” hours and “y” staff that provided/implemented “z”
services/strategies and conducted follow up after “z”, reported that “1,2,3” outcomes were
achieved….
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Of course if things get worse, that is a NEGATIVE change. That is what we want to avoid.

So sometimes a neutral or stabilizing outcome is ok
Much of what Community Action Agencies do in our anti‐poverty mission
framework is to help families avoid a crisis so they can maintain a measure of
stability.
Some times the community level work is to prevent movement into negative
circumstances – maintaining situations that are supportive.
This is true with agency capacity as well.
In this case we are identifying what we want to maintain – and clearly identifying
the details so we can support what we want to strengthen and abandon what is not
needed or is intrusive.
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Think about the family level circumstance: As you are considering your assumptions

and identifying the problems that the needs assessment had brought to your
attention, you have to think about what is in your power to change.
Can you provide better employment for everyone in your community? Of course not. Or at
least not alone and not for everyone.
Can you help adult family members increase skills so they are eligible for better
employment? Probably
Can you provide sufficient tangible benefits to make a difference? Maybe – or at least in
the short term to prevent a crisis.

What agency level stability might you need to work on? (neutral change)
What actual changes can/should/must be made? (positive change)
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Your analysis may have reveled areas that need to be improved.
what would be the “best place to start”
Stimulate discussion with some ideas about something easy and something critical.
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While considering what changes you have to make, you must also be considering what
skills are needed to make the changes happen.
Consider what your staff need to know!!
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We now have identified that a change needs to be made, but we have to consider if
the agency is ready to make that change.
The impact of these barriers were found to be lessened if the organization embraced the
need for change, changed the culture to enable change, and actively pursued
institutionalizing a culture of safety and quality improvement. *

*Hughes RG. Tools and Strategies for Quality Improvement and Patient Safety. In:
Hughes RG, editor. Patient Safety and Quality: An Evidence‐Based Handbook for
Nurses. Rockville (MD): Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2008 Apr.
Chapter 44. Available from: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK2682/
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T Y P I C A L LY, I N A N Y G I V E N S I T U AT I O N R E L AT E D T O A C H A N G E
4 0 % D O N ’ T K N O W T H E Y H AV E A P R O B L E M O R D O N ’ T
ACKNOWLEDGE THE PROBLEM
4 0 % A R E AWA R E O F T H E P R O B L E M B U T A R E N O T Y E T R E A D Y T O
ACT
2 0 % A R E R E A D Y A N D Q U I C K LY TA K E A C T I O N
ADAPTED FROM NORCROSS & PR OCHES K A ,
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Acknowledge that for change to happen people must be ready, willing and able to change
1‐ ready? it is something they want?‐it is a priority at this time?‐you may hear “I want to
but not now” You can ask –”what would need to happen for you to be ready?”
2 – willing? Is the change important to them? How important is it?
3 – able? do they have the confidence to make the necessary change? You may hear: “I
wish I could change” You can ask, “what would need to happen to make you feel confident
that you could change”
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BEING “READY” FOR CHANGE MEANS SEVERAL THINGS
The change process is identified by a services of stages.
on the next slide we will see the different stages, with the first three stages identified by
the percents we just discussed (those who don’t acknowledge the need for change, those
who are thinking about it, and those who are ready to change).
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These first three stages can be thought of as “No” “Maybe” and “Yes”– point out these words at the bottom
of the picture for each stage.
Acknowledge that some may be familiar with the “trans theoretical model (TTM) of change. Ask who has
seen these “Stages of Change” before. Ask if they would like to share their understanding of it before you
move forward.
Review each stage on the slide:
Precontemplation: no intention of changing; may not acknowledge a problem exists
Contemplation: aware a problem exists; no commitment to action; “I’ll work on it later”
Preparation: intent upon taking action; researching options
Action: is changing behavior
Maintenance: sustained change for 6 months, new behavior has replaced old
The last stage: Relapse – This is a normal part of the process, and is not a failure. The helper and help seeker
should both be ready for a relapse, not surprised or upset by it. It should be planned for so movement
back to action can be done quickly. It may be that the help seeker will fall back to ambivalence or even
denial (“oh well, the change isn’t really needed”) but if you are ready for this stage you can help to point
out how well the change had been implemented prior to the relapse.
Explain that most do not successfully navigate the stages on own on first attempt. The movement through
the stages is more of a spiral progression than linear. So when a relapse or regression occurs helpers can
support a repeat of necessary stages in a way that recognizes what was learned from the first time
around, and manage the process differently.
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Explain that discrepancy is a lack of compatibility or similarity between two or more facts.
Explain that the process of developing discrepancy is intimately related to the help seeker’s values and
belief systems. Workers’ values and belief may differ so it is important to use reflection and empathy to
attempt to understand the family’s perspective.
an unpleasant reality can be identified without it being a threat. For example,‐”if you don’t change you
won’t meet Org Standards.”
When the agency identifies a discrepancy – a “cost/benefit” analysis can happen.
The agency will consider the importance of the potential change not how much work/how many things
have to change/the amount of behavior change to be accomplished‐that comes later.
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Acknowledge that people experience competing motivations or ambivalence because there
are benefits and costs to both sides of the conflict. You can use a decisional balance sheet
to help specify what a person perceives to be the benefits and costs associated with a
behavior.
Ask workers to think about the change they want to make and jot down the costs of staying
the same and the benefits of changing.
Ask them to then jot down the costs of changing and the benefits of staying the same.
Ask for volunteers to share.
Explain that often writing down the situation helps to bring clarity and can help increase
motivation.
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Of course, when helping people adapt to change communication is key.
What kind of communications should be in place when starting to make a change?
Who would be involved in the communications chain?
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Now that you have information gleaned from the analysis of your data, identified what
needs to change, and assessed your agency’s readiness to implement change, you are
ready to create a plan.
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These are just some ideas…
(review the various kinds of resources needed)
each of you will have to identify what you need to make an impact!
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We have talked about the value of continuous quality improvement
We have discussed the importance of collecting quality data and discussed various
ways that we can analyze that data ‐ ie, turn it into information.
We also understand the stages of change, and the impact of an organizations
readiness and willingness to change (based on the data/information collected).
Now we want you to leave the session with an increased understanding of the level
of detail needed to identify where the action points are that will produce an impact
on your agency’s management and accountability practices, with ideas on creating
your own Impact Pathway Plan, and tips for using scorecards to monitor your
agency’s progress to achieving results.
It is often the small details that are overlooked – that cause there to be problems in
carrying out a plan. REMEMBER, WE CANNOT RELY ON MAGIC
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Ask for ideas about this data.
Should get this answer: “this agency is reporting on the services it provides but does not
report on outcomes”
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If you said, the agency does a good job of reporting on outputs but not outcomes, you are
correct!
If that is what you discover, now we have to start peeling back the layers to find out why
and how to improve!
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The data we saw from the annual report was specific to the domain of Health
This flow chart is about the housing domain. Lets think about the same problem that we
found to be true for the housing domain.
We could have seen that the agency provided a great number of emergency rental
payments, but then there was no reporting on any housing related outcomes.
Consider where a focus on results could be included.
Go over the flow chart first – ask if it reminds them of the NV client flow chart.
Where do you see “holes” in the system related to outcomes?
(click to bring in arrows)
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We identified the areas that showed us where the process was breaking down.
It starts with the initial meeting with the customer, when we are currently just identifying
eligibility and referring to a service that is available.
Using this flow chart idea will help to identify what actions need to be taken.
Have the group go back to their work on creating action plan. Give another 5 minutes.
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This is an example of a flow chart that can be used to identify action points.
You can make copies of this and hand out to participants.
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Hand out blank worksheet and get participants to consider the example and identify some
action steps that would address the issues in the example provided.
Have them just work on the first four columns. (We will come back to measures of success
later.)
After about 5 minutes, ask for some feedback from the participants to see how they are
approaching the task.
Then show the next slide, which is how we started to consider what was needed.
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After sharing some ideas from the participants, you can show this example of first four
columns – this takes the things identified on the flow chart and makes the action steps
more specific.
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There is a column in the action plan handout about measures of success.
We will be talking more about measurement tools and processes in an additional
curriculum component coming in October of 2020.
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Here is an example with measurement tools identified
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Just a reminder that CQI is “continuous” so the actions will be on‐going.
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